Science--or not? The status and dynamics of biotechnology.
This review traces the emergence of biotechnology as a new scientific discipline since the 1980s, when it became a major economic force. Significant changes in theoretical perception, research strategies, aims, and experimental methods, mainly in genetic engineering techniques, occurred during this period. The article is based on an analysis of its scientific status over four decades: the 60s and 70s when work in the field proceeded in different disciplines with a low level of coherence and little integration, then a significant change during the 80s and 90s when common approaches and the merging of molecular biology and biochemical engineering created a new discipline. The analysis covers scientific highlights and outstanding technical progress, presenting two studies undertaken by scientific and governmental agencies in Germany and the USA, as well as results of interviews and a questionnaire dealing with the scientific status of biotechnology. Answers to the questionnaire were obtained from internationally known scientists and from young scientists with biotechnology degrees. The results collected trace the transition of biotechnology from heterogeneous specialties and approaches towards a scientific discipline of its own. A hypothesis is put forward suggesting a new common paradigm allowing for a coherent perception the of phenomena observed.